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ABSTRACT:
This research paper analyzed that the British behaviour towards the partition of sub-continent was
the principal reason behind the beginning of relations between Pakistan and the United States. At
the time of its independence in 1947, Pakis tan was  not sel f-sufficient r egar ding its defense
necess ities  and it was also facing threats  from India. Indian aggressi on and British behav iour
forced Pakistan to find his friends. Pakistan, a country situated right at the door steps of two
Communist countries and the Muslim world was also an important one for US interests in the
region. Therefore, the US and Pakistan came close to each other and Pakistan signed multiple
defense co-operation treaties with US. However, those treaties were only came into action when
US needed it. US did not take any interest to overcome the problems of Pakistan. Even Pakistan
fought its two wars against India without any support of US.
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